Stanborough
School
Newsletter
9 October 2020
Nil desperandum auspice Deo - When God is on our side, there is no cause for despair.

COVID-19 actions
Mr James (Headteacher)
We would like to thank parents and
students for taking on board our instructions, which are aimed at keeping
children safe during these unprecedented times. We are all reminded that sanitation, and hygiene are vital! We have
hand sanitation stations placed
throughout our school and students
have been sanitising regularly. In addition, we have asked students to keep to
the social distancing measures and
wear a face mask around school. On
most occasions, students have followed
these instructions. However, as these
instructions are non-negotiable, we will
be implementing consequences for
students who break these rules and will
be informing parents if this is the case.
We kindly remind parents that we are
asking year groups to arrive at different
times, to allow for social distancing.
Please can parents ensure that students
do not arrive at school before this time.
We are aware that some students may
be required to attend school earlier than
8:30am. We have introduced a new
breakfast club from 7:45-8:30am. Here,
students will be fully supervised in the
dining hall and given a breakfast. If you
wish for your child to attend breakfast
club, please contact Mrs Mumbo on
mmumbo@stanboroughpark.herts.sch.
uk. The charge for access to the breakfast club is £3.75 per morning session.

Save the date
Speech Night evening
22nd October at 7pm.
The event will be streamed.
Year 7

Teaching and Learning.
We are pleased that students now
have access to face-to-face teaching.
On the rare occasion when students
are required to stay at home, we will be
inviting them to attend subject lessons
by video call. This will allow for students
to be actively involved in the lessons
that are taking place in school and
ensure that learning still takes place.
Parents and students will be contacted
directly, should this be the case.
We are now confident that our COVID19 action plan is in place and are focusing, once again on a effective teaching
and learning.
A key focus this half term will be to
ensure that all students are clear on
what is actually being taught (through
clear and concise learning objectives).
Success criteria (a list of features that a
teacher wants the students to include
in their work during the course of a
lesson), is an effective way of making
students aware of what is expected of
them and can also encourage students
to extend themselves during the
course of the lesson. We will be using
success criteria in most lessons.
We will be ensuring that all students
have access to their learning by providing work that is suited to their ability
and specific needs. A particular focus is
to ensure that the work given is challenging for all students.
Faculty leaders will be supporting the
Headteacher to ensure that these effective systems are in place, as we pursue outstanding teaching and learning
practice in the classroom.

What are the
latest changes in
England?
Boris Johnson said the new measures
would probably stay in place for the next
six months.
 Pubs, bars and restaurants to close at
22:00 BST

 They will also be restricted to table
service only

 People should work from home wherever possible

 Face masks compulsory for bar staff
and non-seated customers, shop
workers and waiters

 Limit on guests at weddings reduced
from 30 to 15

 Plans to allow fans to return to sporting events paused

 "Rule of six" now applies to indoor
team sports

 Fines for not wearing masks or following rules increased to £200 for first
offence

Student Arrival Times
Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Time of arrival

8:30am

8:30am

8:40am

8:40am

8:50am

Location

Front Student
Entrance

Back Student
Entrance

Front student
Entrance

Back student
Entrance

Front Student
Entrance
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Curriculum Overview
Please see below the list of topics studied this half term. This should help students to be more prepared for their studies and allow them to revise effectively

Art

For more information please contact Ms Sinclair: ssinclair@spsch.org
Week 3
GL Assessment Science

Week 4
How to create a name
creature

Week 5
Learn about rotational
design using your own
name.
Explore Robin and the
Owl anatomy through a
range of drawing
techniques.

Week 6
Learn how to draw a
tessellated pattern.

How to flip a tessellated
pattern.

Learn about 20 Iconic
animal artworks and
the artists who made

Learn how to write
about artists and their
works of art.

Carefully shade outlines
with tones taking care to
follow the feather direction.

Explore continuous line
drawings of the Robin or
Owl

Copy the image by Jen
Delyth in colour.

Copy the image by Jen
Delyth in colour.

Learn to compose a
design for a new stain
glass window for the
sanctuary.

Explore colour
combinations for the new
stain glass window for the
sanctuary.

Learn how to draw a star
Knot freehand.

Y10

Explore justice and
complete a personal
mind map about
injustice or justice.

Mind map Leonardo
Da Vinci’s 7
principles of Art.

Learn about a range of
drawing techniques.

Research cropping and
framing.

Complete first
observation in style of
study artist.

Work Experience

Y11

Learn about the
different devices used
when composing a
work of art.
Complete second
observation in style of
study artist.

Learn how to produce a
variety of explorations

Evaluate and continue
detailed explorations

Y7

Y8

Y9

Biology
Y7
Y8
Y9

Y10

Y11

For more information please contact Mrs Gengan: kmahasingh@spsch.org

Week 3
Microscopes

Week 4
Cells

Week 5
Specialised cells

Week 6
Assessment

Week 7
Simple and complex
organisms

Structure of Breathing
system
The World of the
microscope
Factors affecting
enzyme action
How Digestive enzymes
work
Recap: Nervous System
Recap: Reflex Action

Gas Exchange

Breathing

Assessment

Calculating
Magnification
Making digestion
efficient
The Blood & blood
vessels
Work Experience

Animal and Plant cells

Assessment

The heart and circulatory
system
Eukaryotic & Prokaryotic cells

The Heart
Helping the Heart

Assessment
Breathing and Gas
Exchange

Tissues and Organs in plants
Transport system in Plants

Principles Of Hormonal
Control
Control Of Blood Sugar
Level

Assessment
Treating Diabetes

Role Of Negative Feedback
Human Reproduction

Business

Y10

Y11

Y8
Y9
Y10

Y11

For more information please contact Mrs Hussey: ehussey@spsch.org

Week 3
The characteristics of
an entrepreneur (ICT
Lesson – create Posters)
LO: to identify the risks
and rewards of a
business

Week 4
Consolidating
Knowledge of
enterprise- Practice
questions page 6
LO: to demonstrate
knowledge in a case
study

Week 5
Oral presentations on
Entrepreneurs ( self and
peer assessment) LO: to
demonstrate research,
organisation and oral
skills
Unit1:2 Business
Planning
LO: analyse the
advantages and
disadvantages of a
Business Plan

Week 6
Test on Unit1:1
Unit 1:2 Business Planning
(ICT Lesson) LO: to evaluate
the role, importance and
usefulness of a business
plan
Useful words page 10
Practice questions page 11

Week 7
Unit 1.3 Business Ownership
LO: to identify the features
of different forms of business
ownership
Useful words – page 21

Unit 3.7 Employment
Law
Unit 3.2 Organisational
Structures and different
ways of working

Work Experience

Unit 3.2 Complete all
tasks

Test on Unit 3.1 an part of
Unit 3.2

Unit 5.1 The Role of the
Finance Function

Chemistry
Y7

Week 7

For more information please contact Mrs Anderson (Y7,Y9-Y11): aanderson@spsch.org or Mrs Gengan (Y8): kmahasingh@spsch.org

Week 3
GL Assessment

Week 4
Scientific Equipment
used in Yr 7

Week 5
Practical skills

Test

Week 6
Variables

Week 7

A guided Tour-Periodic
Table
Introduction to the
Periodic table

Using data from
Periodic Table
Chemical equations

Development of
Periodic Table
Chemical equations

Trends in Reactivity +
Assessment
Test

Electron Arrangement

Giant ionic compound
and their properties

Covalent compound
and simple molecules

Giant covalent
compounds, Graphene
and Fullereneses

Test

Metallic bonding

Electrolysis of Sodium
chloride solution
Extraction of
Aluminium

Work Experience

Test on Chapter

Required practical on
investigating a solution
Required practical on
investigating Temperature
changes

Separating mixtures
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Computing Science
Week 3

Y7

Y8
Y9
Y10
Y11

For more information please contact Mr Kundi: jkundi@spsch.org
Week 4

Y8

Y9

Y11

Networking
-Switches
-Routers

Networking
-WAP

PYTHON programming
OUTPUTS and INPUTS

PYTHON programming
SELECTION AND
SEQUENCE
PYTHON programming
ITERATION AND
SELECTION
PYTHON programming
ITERATION USING
ARRAYS
NEA PROGRAMMING
PROJECT (2 hours)

PYTHON programming
SELECTION AND
SEQUENCE
PYTHON programming
ITERATION AND
SELECTION
ADDITION WITH
BINARY

PYTHON programming
SELECTION AND
SEQUENCE
PYTHON programming
INDEXING ARRAYS

PYTHON programming
INDEXING

PYTHON programming
ITERATION

PYTHON programming
INDEXING ARRAYS

PYTHON programming
ITERATION USING ARRAYS

PYTHON programming
ITERATION AND
SELECTION
NEA PROGRAMMING
PROJECT (6 hours)

HEXADECIMAL/BINARY
ARITHMETIC

PYTHON programming
INDEXING ARRAYS

NEA PROGRAMMING
PROJECT (8 hours)

NEA PROGRAMMING
PROJECT (10 hours)

Work Experience

For more information please contact Mr Fustte: ffustte@spsch.org

Week 3
Fact vs opinion
To distinguish between
fact and opinion
Autobiography and
biography
To discuss the
characteristics of
biographies and
autobiographies
Advertisements
To identify examples of
persuasive language in
advertisements and to
understand their effect
on the audience.

Week 4
Structure and
paragraphs!!!
To discuss how to use
TiPToP organise and
structure our
paragraphs.
Types of texts: Fiction &
Non-Fiction

Week 5
Note-making
To identify different
ways of making notes
Gathering evidence
To complete research
about autism

Week 6
Arguing and Persuading
To follow an argument by
identifying key points
To recognize and use
persuasive language

Week 7
Compound sentences
Using compound subjects
connected by ‘or’ and ‘nor’.
Adverbs
To understand how to
compare adverbs

Advertisements
To recognise how
descriptive language is
used in adverts to make
the product more
appealing.

Group presentations advertising
To make a group
presentation to
advertise a product

Formal Writing
To distinguish between
formal and informal
language and understand
when each one is
appropriate

Formal Writing
To plan and write a formal
letter

Visual language in
magazines
To explore visual
language and its
implications in
magazines
To use my ICT skills to
undertake research, to
gather information and
structure it into a report

Magazines and writers
point of view
Analyse how meaning is
conveyed differently
according to form,
layout and presentation
Analyse a range of ideas
and respond to differing
viewpoints
Analyse in depth and
details writers’ use of
literary, rhetorical and
grammatical features
and their effects

Language, audience
and structure of texts
(sentences and
paragraphs)
Explore techniques
writers use to create a
relationship with their
readers
Practice organizing
chunks of text into
paragraphs and
punctuating it

Skills application
Move a discussion forward.
Express informed opinions
and make
recommendations
Deploy all the learnt skills
and techniques in writing a
magazine article about
teenage life

GCSE exam in spotlight
To understand structure of
GCSE exam in general
To explore the assessment
objectives and identify what
areas are my weakest

For more information please contact Mrs Hussey: ehussey@spsch.org

Week 3
Complete essay. Self
assessment.
Teacher Assessment.
Reading Paper 1
Questions 1 and 2

Week 4
Reading Paper 1
Questions 3 and 4
Review of essay and
Reading Paper

Week 5
Descriptive Writing
Workshop

Week 6
Grammar – Revising
writing sentences/
paragraphs
Structure – Writing :
revising introductions and
conclusions

Week 7
GCSE Timed essay Descriptive/narrative essay

Complete essay. Self
assessment.
Teacher Assessment.
Reading Paper 1
Questions 1 and 2

Work Experience

Reading Paper 1
Questions 3 and 4
Descriptive essay

Narrative essay

Peer assessment – AQA
candidate exemplar paper

Week 4
AIC – Act 1 – Characters/
Plot/Dramatic irony
Questions on Act 1

Week 5
AIC Act Two
Staging/plot/characters
Essay – Mr Birling

Week 6
AIC Act Two
Comparing two characters
Questions on Act 2

Week 7
Poetry - London

Work Experience

Romeo and Juliet – Act
4 Exam Practice

Romeo and Juliet Act 5

Poetry

English literature
Y10

Y11

Week 7

Networking
-WWW
-INTERNET
-Ethernet

English language
Y10

Week 6

Networking
-LAN
-WAN

English

Y7

Week 5

Week 3
Introduction to poetry –
Nettles
Introduction and
reading of Act1 – AIC
(Stage directions)
Romeo and Juliet Act 4
Questions/Characters

For more information please contact Mrs Hussey: ehussey@spsch.org
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French

Y7

Y8

For more information please contact Mr N’guessan: enguessan@spsch.org

Week 3
To be able to name
school objects in my
bag.
Using un/une (the
indefinite article)

Week 4
To be able to say how
old you are and ask
someone’s age.
To be able to say when
your birthday is, using
the days of the week
and months of the year
Using the verbs avoir
and être

Week 5
To be able to talk about
brothers and sisters and
your family
Ask if someone has a
sibling and give some
information about
them
Using the possessive
adjective : mon, ma,

Week 6
To be able to talk about
your pets.

Talking about the jobs
people do
Using masculine and
feminine nouns

alking about where
people live
Using depuis

Describing the weather
Use of the connectives
quand and si

Describing a typical day
Use of ir, re, and irregular
verbs

Talking about the last weekend
The use of the perfect tense
with avoir

To be able to talk about
yourself and your family
Using AVOIR and ETRE

Talking about personal
relationships
Position of adjectives
The immediate future
and the future tense
Understanding nearcognates when
listening

To be able to talk about
activities done to
communicate online
The present tense of
regular er verbs

Talking about the use of
social media
The present tense of
common irregular verbs

To be able to talk about the
advantages and
disadvantages of mobile
technology
It and that: ce, c’, Ça – adding
extra information

Describing your home
Negative phrases
followed by de
The conditional of
regular verbs

Describing what a town
is like and what there is
to see/do
Demonstrative
adjectives

Describing a region

Describing a day in school

Recognising possessive
pronouns

Perfect tense of regular
tense

Describing school life in
different countries.

Y9

Y10

4

Using the plural

Week 7
Describing yourself and
others
Understanding singular
adjective agreement

Perfect tense of ir and re
verbs

The primary focus for the year 11 Class is to prepare the students for their GCSE French exam. The syllabus has been covered in its entirety in
year 10 therefore; students will be required to develop their skill in writing, speaking, listening and in using the vocabulary learnt in the
appropriate context All three themes (1. Identity and Culture 2. Local National, Global areas of interest 3. Current and Future Study and
Employment) are touched on every half term thus given an early exposure to the examination board exam requirements.”
Y11

Revision & consolidation:
Describing your home
Negative phrases
followed by de
The conditional of
regular verbs

Work Experience

Geography

Recognising possessive
pronouns

Perfect tense of regular
tense

Revision & consolidation:
Describing school life in
different countries.
Perfect tense of ir and re
verbs

For more information please contact Mr Amo: eamo@spsch.org
Week 4
Understand that the
environment is the
combination of the
physical and human
environments

Week 5
To pass on an
understanding of some
of the different
landscapes in tropical,
temperate and polar
regions on the earth
surface
To know how
geographers divide the

Week 6
To understand how
latitude and longitude can
be used to locate places

To evaluate the value and
use of geography

Understand the effects
GW
Consider ways of
reducing GW
Know the alternative
sources of energy

Understand the causes
and effects of water
shortages
To develop greater
responsibility towards
the usage of water

To know the causes and
effects of food
shortages in less
develop countries
To know to what extent
the Millennium
Development Goal
“Eradicate extreme
poverty and hunger” is
being reached

To understand the causes
of extreme poverty

Consider ways of reducing
the poverty problem

Explain when a natural
event becomes a
natural hazard
Explain the factors that
increase hazard risk

Explain why
earthquakes have such
devastating impacts
Explain the difference
between the primary
and secondary effects of
an earthquake, and give
examples

Explain the difference
between immediate
and long-term
responses
Describe how search
and rescue teams
operate
Give reasons why Chile
was better prepared,
and able to respond
more effectively to an
earthquake than Nepal

Explain the social and
economic reasons why
people continue to live in
areas prone to earthquakes
and volcanoes

Explain what is meant by
monitoring, prediction,
protection and planning
Explain how these strategies
can reduce the risk from
earthquakes

-describe the different
types of coastal erosion
-describe the different
ways by which
sediment is transported
-describe the process of
longshore drift

-describe the
landforms found at
the coast, and
explain how they are
formed

-identify coastal
deposition landforms
and describe their
characteristic features
-describe the processes
responsible for the
formation of coastal
deposition landforms

-explain how different rock
types and geological
structure have influenced
the formation of this
coastline
-understand the difference
between a concordant and
discordant coastline

-explain why coasts need to
be managed
-describe the most common
hard engineering structures
used in coastal management
-explain the advantages and
disadvantages of each of
these structures

Y9

Y10

Revision & consolidation:
Describing a day in school

Week 3
To know the key
themes in Human
Geography
Y7

Y8

Revision & consolidation:
Describing a region

Week 7
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Y11

-define or explain the terms
listed above under ‘Key
vocabulary’
-identify and describe the
distinctive river erosion
landforms
-explain how interlocking
spurs, waterfalls and gorges
are formed

History

5

Week 4
Work Experience

Week 4
Why and how did
people invade England?
To understand the
reason why people
found England
attractive to invade
To know the main
groups who attacked
England

Y8

The Glorious
Revolution!!!
To find out about the
Parliamentarians and
the Royalists.
To evaluate sources to
understand how
propaganda was used
by parliament during

Eyewitness: Naseby
To find out what
happened at the Battle
of Naseby in 1645.
To identify, categorise
and prioritise causes for
parliament’s victory at
Naseby.

Y9

WORLD WAR I
Find out about the
causes leading to the
build-up of the First
World War.
Discover the horrors of
The Front Line.
Evaluate the usefulness
of diaries to historians.

To know the impact of
the impact of the
Truman Doctrine on
US-Soviet relations

Y10

Y8

Y10

Y11

Week 7
-explain the causes of flooding
-describe the physical and human
factors that increase the risk of
flooding
-describe and interpret the
features of a flood hydrograph

Week 5
How did William of
Normandy grasp
control of England?
How did William the
Conqueror secure
control of England?
To know the claimants
to the English throne
after the death of
Edward the Confessor
1649-1688 - Who should
be in charge?
To use sources to find
out about the nature of
the rule of Oliver
Cromwell and Charles II.
To make a judgement
about the benefits and
disadvantages of the
rule of each.

Week 6
Church or Monarchy: who
was in control?
-Pupils should learn how
and why Thomas Becket
was murdered
-that there was a struggle
for power between church
and monarchy throughout
much of the Middle Ages

Week 7
Could the barons control the
King?
How the selection of sources
determines conclusions
reached about the nature of
the rule of King John
How and why King John
argued with his barons

How to Punish the King
To find out the reasons
why King Charles I was put
on trial and executed in
1649.
To select evidence to
support different
arguments and to write a
persuasive argument.

The Chinese Empire
To investigate about the
interactions between
representants of the British
empire and rulers of China –
The middle kingdom

WORLD WAR I
Categorise sources of
evidence.
Explain the extent to
which the sources agree
and differ.
Investigate a historical
issue.

WORLD WAR I
Show empathy for
those returning from
war service.
Assess the extent of
change post 1918
Explain reactions by
servicemen.

WORLD WAR I
Investigate evidence.
Empathise with a German
soldier after the war.
Discuss defeat and its
significance.
Examine the role of The
League of Nations.

WORLD WAR I
What was the impact of the
end of the First World War?
Examination week

To understand why
the division of Berlin
led a major crisis
To understand the
reasons for the
formation of Federal
Republic of Germany
and German

To evaluate the
significance of the arms
race on US-Soviet
relations
To explore the reasons
for the Hungarian
Uprising and Soviet
response

To understand why there
was a refugee problem in
Berlin
The reasons for the
construction of the Berlin
War

To know the significance of
the Bay of Pigs incident
To know the reasons for the
Prague Spring and impacts
on Us-Soviet relations

Mathematics—Mrs Brambilla

Y7

Week 6
-define or explain the terms
listed above under ‘Key
vocabulary’
-describe erosion and
deposition landforms on the
River Tees
-recognise, locate and describe
High Force waterfall and
explain its formation

For more information please contact Mr Fustte: ffustte@spsch.org or Mr Amo: eamo@spsch.org

Week 3
The historical sources
To categorize sources
into primary and
secondary
To know the main
sources of gathering
historical information

Y7

Week 5
-identify and describe river
landforms created by the
processes of erosion and
deposition

For more information please contact Mrs Brambilla: lbrambilla@spsch.org

Week 3
BIDMAS, Recap of
Numbers Unit
Place value, rounding,
dp, sf, BIDMAS, Indices

Week 4
Algebra: collecting like
terms, simplifying
expressions, writing
expressions from
worded problems
Terms, expression,
equation, identity,
simplify

Week 5
Algebra: solving
equations, Using
equations to solve
worded questions
Solve, simplify, opposite,
equal

Week 6
Angle properties: Types of
angles, sum of angles in
lines and to a point
Acute, obtuse, reflex,
vertex,

Week 7
Angle properties: angles in
shapes
Triangles, quadrilateral,
trapezium, kite, rhombus

Algebra: Solving
equations, Solving
worded questions
using equations
Term, simplify,
substitute, opposite

TESTS: GL assessment,
Topic test, Improvement
on topics

Decimals: Carrying out
operations with decimals,
rounding decimals, Upper
and Lower bounds
Dp, sf, Bounds,
approximation,

Revision of topics, Topic test

Quadratics: completing
the square, revision
Factorise, completing
the square, quadratic
formula, solve

Topic test; Revise
simultaneous
equations
Simplify, solve,
substitute

Standard form: Powers
of 10, writing numbers
in standard form,
carrying out operations
with numbers in
standard form
base, index, multiply,
add
Non-linear
simultaneous
equations, equations of
circles
Simultaneous, equate,
centre, coordinates,
origin, radius, equation

Charts: revise pie charts,
box plots and cumulative
frequency graphs, Using
charts to analyse data
Quartiles, median, range,
proportion, IQR

Histograms
Frequency density,
frequency class width,
fraction, proportion.

Graph transformations:
completing the square,
topic test
Translation, reflection,
enlargement, function,
completing the square,
quadratic, cubic,
exponential, trig,
reciprocal

WORK EXPERIENCE

Algebraic proof;
quadratic inequalities
Proof, odd, even,
consecutive, factorising,
inequality, solve

Straight lines (recap),
Plotting inequalities in 2
unknowns, Iteration
Lines, gradient, y-intercept,
inequality, coordinates,
first term, iteration,
rearranging

Revision; topic test
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Mathematics—Mrs Venter
Y8

Y9

Y10

For more information please contact Mrs Venter: lventer@spsch.org

Week 3
Expressions: Collecting
like terms, expanding
single brackets (some
double brackets)

Week 4
Expressions: Factorising
2/3 term expressions
into one bracket and
substituting into

Week 5
Equations: Solving basic
equations with
variables on one side
(some with variables on

Week 6
Standard form: revise
multiplying and dividing
numbers with powers of 10.

Week 7
Decimals: revise adding and
subtracting numbers with
decimals, as well as
multiplying numbers with

Expressions: Revise
expanding and
simplifying (ax+b)
(cx+d) (some are able
to expand 3 sets of
brackets).
Factorise x2+bx+c.
Factorise ax2+bx+c
Factorise a difference of
two squares.
Equations: revise basic
equations and solving
quadratics in the form
ax2+bx+c =0 by
factorising

Inequalities: Solving
linear inequalities.
Equations:
Simultaneous
equations algebraically
and graphically (may
need to revise straight
line graphs)

Percentages: revise this
topic including reverse
percentage and
percentage increase
and decrease.
Calculate the original
value given the
reduced/ increased
value.

Probability: Know terms
such as event, mutual
exclusive, equally likely.
Be able to draw and
interpret Venn diagrams.
Understand standard
diagram notation ().

Probability: be able to draw a
tree diagram and find the
probabilities of two or more
events occurring.

Identify inequalities on
a number line
Equations: Revise
solving equations
involving variables on
one side, both sides
and expanding
brackets.
Solve quadratics in the
form x2+bx+c and
ax2+bx+c by
factorising

Y11

6

.

Probability: wrap up on
Tree diagrams.
Data handling: recap
histograms and box
plots, cumulative
frequency graphs

Problems involving
compound interest/
depreciation

Equations: Solve
quadratics using
completing of the
square and the
quadratic formula.
Solve non linear
simultaneous equations
by using quadratics
(may need to revise
simultaneous
equations)

Work experience

(Continuation from the
previous week):
Equations: Solve
quadratics using
completing of the
square and the
quadratic formula.
Solve non linear
simultaneous equations
by using quadratics
(may need to revise
simultaneous
equations)
Revise and recap circle
theorems including the
theorems to prove

Music
Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10

Y11

Week 4
to be able to
acknowledge orchestral
instrument from image
of instruments

to be able to
understand some
instruments used in old
western classical music

to be able to make an
effective presentation
on the ancient
instruments

to be able to play the
ground bass tune from
‘Where is the Love?’ by
reading notes in bass
clef
to understand the
background of the
composer and his
coronation anthems

Data Handling: Cumulative
frequency. Be able to fill in a
cumulative frequency table
and use the information to
draw the CF graph.
Use the graph to find the
median and the Inter
quartile range

Inequalities: recap plotting
and solving linear
inequalities in 1 unknown.
Solve inequalities in two
unknowns.
Solve inequalities by
drawing them to find the
feasible region on the
system of axes.

(Continuation from previous
week):
Solve inequalities in two
unknowns.
Solve inequalities by drawing
them to find the feasible
region on the system of axes.

Week 5
to be able to
acknowledge
instruments used in the
orchestra from listening
to musical excerpts
to be able to
understand what
Fanfare is

Week 6
to be able to acknowledge
of various instruments
used in the orchestra in
musical context

Week 7
to understand different pitch
ranges of voices in music

to be able to identify some
musical features in context
– opening of Vespers

to understand how a chord is
made of

to be able to play the
tune in tune and in time
fluently and confidently

to be able to play the
piece in ensemble
together

to be able to acknowledge
the ground bass tune and
other musical features in
context

to be able to understand
different characters of 2nd
and 3rd intervals

to be able to finish the
score with all notation

to be able to
understand musical
features from each
section how they were
used

to be able to acknowledge
used musical elements and
musical features in context

to understand what an
‘Oratorio’ is and Handel’s
other oratorio ‘Messiah’

to be able to compose 8
bars using a given motif

to be able to finish the 1st
composition of 8 bars

to be able to acknowledge
musical elements used and
performance techniques in
context

to be able to fill the missing
information from the
previous listening session

to be able to copy the
piano part using the
Sibelius software

to know what pieces to
be prepared on which
instrument for the
initial recording for the
solo performance

Equations of the circle:
recognise the formula of
the circle.
Know that ‘r’ is the radius
and that the centre is the
origin.
Find the equation of the
circle given the radius or a
coordinate

For more information please contact Ms Ahn: jahn@spsch.org

Week 3
to understand various
instruments used in the
orchestra and their
family

to understand what
musical elements are
and how they are used
in context

Calculate the probability
of an event occurring.

to be able to compose
4 bars using a given
motif
Work Experience

to understand various
performance
techniques
to make a decision
which pieces on which
instruments for solo
and ensemble
performances

to finalise the 1st
composition by the end of
the lesson

to polish the 1st composition
to the GCSE standard by the
end of the lesson
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Physics

Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10

Y11

RE

Y7

Y8

For more information please contact Mr Nalli: wnalli@spsch.org
Week 3

Week 4

Week 6

Week 7

To identify different
energy stores
Transfer of energy
sources
Thermal energy store,
Kinetic energy store,
Gravitational energy
store
To understand the
connection between
domestic electricity
and power
To gain knowledge on
the electricity bills
To remember different
form of energy
KE, GPE and EP

To understand the
methods of transfer of
energy
Heating and cooling
and thermal store of
energy

To differentiate
between gravitational
store of energy and
work done
To calculate energy
transferred and work
done

To be able to calculate the
energy transferred
To learn about the
units of energy
Joules, Calories,
dissipated

To be able to calculate power
and efficiency of a machine
Power of electrical
appliances and efficiency
Energy, kilowatts
and LED

To be able to calculate
the cost of electricity
KWh, joules, electricity
meter

To understand the
concept of static
electricity
Electrostatic forces,
attraction, repulsion

To learn about the effects
of static electricity
Charging by induction,
charge, current

To recognise the uses of
Static electricity
Charge on flights, charge on
cars and petrol stations

To understand the
meaning of the law of
conservation of energy

To analyse the
connection between
work and power

To be able to calculate GPE

To be able to calculate KE

to be able to calculate
the density of object

To describe the changes
of states of matter

To understand the
concept of internal
energy

to be able to understand
and calculate the specific
latent heat

To understand the
connection between
pressure and surface
area

Work Experience

To be able to calculate
and determine the
pressure in a liquid
using an equation

to learn how the
atmospheric pressure
effects solids, liquids and
gases

To be able to establish the
connection between
pressure and volumes
To describe the forces acting
on floating objects

For more information please contact Ms Sinclair: ssinclair@spsch.org
Week 3
Learn about the
creation story. Learn
about the impact of the
entrance of sin into our
world.

Week 4
Explain how God’s love
was expressed through
the creation of our
world.

Week 5
Learn about the
corruption and impact
of sin in creation.

Week 6
Learn that our creator God
deserves our worship
despite the chaos in our
world that hinders our view
of Him. Learn too, that
appearances aren’t always
what they seem.

To learn the Biblical
account of Joseph’s life
journey, focusing on
the low and high
points.

Locate, select, organise
and present information
independently.

Learn the similarities
between Joseph’s life
and Jesus’ life and
about leaning on God in
the difficult times of
‘rain.’

Unpack the word rain and
learn what the bible says
about this term.

Is there really a God?
How can I know for
sure?

Explore evidence for
God and the roles of
faith, belief and trust.
Explore the validity (well
founded concepts) of
one’s faith tradition as
being a valuable
expression of personal
history and world view.

Learn ways in which
God reveals His
existence to us.

Research and record
evidence for existence of
God

Y9

RS
Y10

Y11

Y8
Y9
Y10

Y11

Week 7
Learn that my choices each
day have an impact on
eternity.

How easy is it to prove that
God is real?

For more information please contact Mr Patrick: rpatrick@spsch.org
Week 3
To introduce the
biblical institutions of
creation, marriage &
Sabbath.

Week 4
To examine the effects
of evil.

Week 5
To analyse and discuss
man’s & God’s role in
evil.

Week 6
To compare and contrast
the theology of Irenaeus &
Augustine.

Week 7
To discover who Christ is and
the human need for Him.

To discover the
Christian views on
same sex marriage and
civil partnership.

Work Experience

To make the students
aware of facts & myths
around contraception
and what Christians
believe.

TO Define secularly & and
biblically divorce,
annulment and
remarriage.

To highlight and examine the
roles of men and women in
the family and society.

Week 4
Cuantos anos tienes?
How old are you?
Mis amigos

Week 5
Feliz cumpleanos
Happy birthday
Las estrellas

Week 6
En mi mochila

En clase

Mi rutina diaria

Tu nacionalidad

La television (The
television)
Relaciones con la familia
(Relationships with the
family)
Work Experience

Las peliculas (Movies)

La musica (Music)

Planes para el future
(plans for the future)

Las relaciones de hoy en
dia (Relationships
nowadays)
Los ‘sin techo’ (The ones
without shelter)

Fui al cine (I went to the
cinema)
Me, my family and friends,
revision

Spanish
Y7

Week 5

Week 3
Hola Hello
Presentaciones
Introducing myself and
others
Mi ordenador (My
computer)
Hablando de los
amigos (Talking about
Friends)
Protegiendo el medio
ambiente (Protecting
the environment)

For more information please contact Mrs Mabhena: lmabhena@spsch.org

Problemas ecologicas
(Ecological problems)

Week 7

Es importante ayudar a los
demas (It’s important to help
the others)
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HOMEWORK TIMETABLE 2020 - 2021
7

8

9X

9Y

10XY

11XY

Music
Geography
Maths

Religious Education
Physics
Maths

Chemistry
English Language
Business/Comp Sci

English
Religious Education
Computer Science

Geography
Music
Computer Science

Biology
History
Chemistry

Biology
Art

Music/Geography
Biology
English Literature
Maths
Physics
Religious Studies

English Language
Maths
Biology
Spanish/French
Business/Computer Sci
Geography
Chemistry

Biology
Maths

Physics
Art
Biology
Computer Science
Chemistry
Maths
History (Even)
Religious Education
Music
English

Art
Geography
Spanish

Spanish
Maths
French

Physics
English
Maths

History
Maths
English

Art/History
Maths
English Language

Religious Education
Physics
English

English
Geography

Art
French/Spanish

English
Chemistry
Spanish/French

Chemistry
Spanish/French

Music
Maths
Monday
Computer Science
History
English
French
Tuesday
Chemistry

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Subject to change

Biology
Art/Music
Religious Studies
Maths
Physics
English Language
Biology
English Lit
Physics

30 mins

30mins

30 mins

30 - 40 mins

30 - 40 mins

30 - 40 mins

per subject

per subject

per subject

per subject

per subject

per subject

Support your child through Year 11
Mr James
On 17th September we hosted a year 11 parents evening. The aim was
to give parents key information to help students and parents prepare
for their GCSEs.
The key information presented by staff included:
1. It is important that students take their classwork, homework and
internal tests/examinations seriously. This is because they may be
used to determine the overall grade given at GCSE, should these
examinations not take place in the summer. As soon as details are
given by the Department For Education, we will update parents.
2. Attendance and punctuality are very important. Please remember
that, for every day a student is absent, they will miss five hours of
learning time. They are reminded to attend lessons on-time and not
loiter in the corridors.
3. Students must start their revision early. This will include devising a
rigorous revision timetable, which Mr Amo will be helping students
to prepare over the next week.
4. Students are also reminded to review their areas for improvement,
regularly . This may include exam technique or subject knowledge.
Such information will allow students to have a particular focus when
revising.
5. Homework will be set regularly on ‘Show My Homework’. It is essential that students complete their homework on time and send it
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back to their teachers for marking (please do not bring
homework in to school). Homework will allow students to
consolidate their learning and prepare better for their examinations.
6. Intervention classes will be running shortly for students
who are falling behind in their studies. For some subjects,
this will also be used to stretch our more able students
and allow them to reach their full potential. A timetable
will be sent out to parents and students shortly.

GL Assessments
Mr James
All students will be completing their GL assessments for
Mathematics, English and Sciences, this half term. The aim
of these national assessments, is to identify the progress
they have made since their last GL assessment back in January.
They will also be used as a valuable tool for identifying areas
of weakness and therefore inform future teaching and
learning. Following these assessments, parents will be given
a detailed report, explaining which topics students need to
focus on this academic year for these three subject areas.

